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ABSTRACT: A new size effect model is presented, which deals with the specimen boundary influence on
the strength of concrete measured from the maximum load tests. The new boundary effect model shows
that the size independent tensile strength and fracture toughness (and then the specific fracture energy) of
concrete-like quasi-brittle composites can be conveniently determined from the simple maximum load
tests. The common size effect observed using geometrically similar specimens is only a special case of the
specimen boundary effect on fracture properties of concrete. The difference and similarity between the
current boundary effect model and the common size effect models are discussed and illustrated with concrete results measured from four different sets of geometrically similar specimens. It is shown that the asymptotic analysis of the large plate with a small edge crack, for which the front specimen boundary rather
than the specimen size needs to be considered, provides the solution to all the quasi-brittle fracture transition curves, or the size effect.
Keywords: boundary effect, size effect, strength, fracture toughness, fracture process zone, fracture energy

1 INTRODUCTION
The size effect on the strength and specific fracture
energy of concrete remains one of the prime research subjects of fracture mechanics of concrete
because of its fundamental significance and practicality. Geometrically similar specimens have
commonly been used because under such a condition the size variation becomes the sole parameter
and the size effect can thus be clearly defined. The
size effect on the specific fracture energy Gf of
concrete is dealt with specifically in a separate contribution to the conference (Duan et al, 2004).
Therefore, the main focus of the present paper is on
the nominal tensile strength of concrete and the
associated size effect.
A recent research program at the University of
Western Australia (Duan & Hu 2002, Hu 2002) has
adopted a different approach to the size effect problem. By considering the influence of specimen
boundary, rather than the size, on the strength behavior of concrete, a new boundary effect model is
developed (Duan & Hu 2002, 2003a,b,c, Hu 2002).
The objective of this paper is to provide further
theoretical verification to the boundary effect
model, and to show that the size-independent ten-

sile strength and fracture toughness and fracture
energy of concrete can be determined using the
size dependent quasi-brittle fracture results measured from the simple maximum load tests.
2 BOUNDARY EFFECT MODEL
2.1 Two nominal strengths: σN and σn
Two different nominal strengths can be defined, as
shown in Figure 1, by the single-edge-notchedtension (SENT) and three-point-bend (3-p-b)
specimens. The difference is that σN ignores the
presence of the crack, and σn takes the presence of
the crack into account although the stress concentration at the crack-tip is not considered. Let α =
a/W, it can be determined from Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Two nominal strengths: σN does not consider
the presence of the crack, and σn considers the presence
of the crack. σn is used in the present boundary effect
model.

For a large plate with the condition that α ≈ 0, σN
= σn. σN is commonly used in the stress intensity
factor formulae and the size effect models (Bažant
1984, Karihaloo et al 2003, Carpinteri 1994). σn is
more useful for small specimen size W and for
large α-ratio (→ 1) because it is related to the tensile strength ft.
Different to the aforementioned size effect models usingσN, the present boundary effect model uses
σn .

For simplicity, the SENT geometry illustrated in
Figure 1 is considered. The large plate condition
means that α → 0 and σN =σn. The quasi-brittle
fracture transition has been determined previously
for this special situation (Hu 1998, 2002, Hu &
Wittmann 2000).
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in which ft is the tensile strength, KIC is the fracture
toughness, and the geometry factor Y = 1.12 for the
large plate condition. The reference crack a*∞ defined in Equation 2 is obviously a material constant.
The quasi-brittle fracture given by Equation 2 is
illustrated in Figure 2 together with the two asymptotic limits: the tensile strength ft and the fracture
toughness KIC criterion for the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) situation. These two as-
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Log a*∞

2.2 Boundary effect solution of large plate

σn =σN =

ymptotic limits are given by Equation 2 for a/a*∞
<< 1 and a/a*∞ >> 1, respectively.
Since the size of the large plate does not need to
be considered because α → 0, the quasi-brittle
fracture transition specified by Equation 2 and illustrated in Figure 2 is due purely to the influence
of the specimen front face. The fracture process
zone (FPZ) size (proportional to a*∞) and its distance to the specimen front face (given by the crack
length a) determine the quasi-brittle fracture transition.
Interestingly, although Equation 2 models the
boundary effect rather than the size effect, it will
be proven in this paper that the size effect behaviors of finite-sized SENT specimens and specimens
of other geometry and loading conditions are actually defined by the asymptotic boundary effect solution of the large plate.

Log σn

specimens illustrated in Figure 1 are provided in
Equation 1.
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Figure 2. Asymptotic boundary effect curve for a large
plate with a small edge crack. The specimen front face,
rather than the specimen size, needs to be considered.

2.3 Equivalent crack ae of small specimen
Section 2.2 shows that because of the specimen
boundary influence, the fracture toughness KIC criterion may not be applicable even if the specimen
size is huge. The same boundary effect exists in
small specimens, only more complicated, because
similar to the front face the specimen back face can
also influence the quasi-brittle fracture transition.
Let us consider a specimen where KIC applies
only at its center (e.g. α ≈ 0.5). Following LEFM,

K IC = σ N ⋅ Y (α ) ⋅ πa

(3)

Note that the nominal strength σN is used in Equation 3. From Equations 1 and 3, the nominal
strength σn can be solved, i.e.
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equivalent crack ae can be calculated from Equation 5 (Duan & Hu 2003c).
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in which the equivalent crack ae and Β(α) are given
by:
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Figure 3. Asymptotic boundary effect curve for small
specimens of a fixed size W and the full α-ratio range
from 0 to 1. Both the front (α-ratio → 0) and back (αratio → 1) faces show the same boundary effect.

Figure 4(a) shows the non-dimensional plot of

σn/ft and a/a*∞. If the relative specimen size W/a*∞

In comparison with Equations 2 and 4 for a/a*∞ >>
1 and ae/ a*∞ >> 1, it is obtained (Duan & Hu 2003
a,b,c) that:

σn =

Small SENT specimen: W = const.
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If a specimen satisfies the large plate condition that
α → 0, the equivalent crack ae is the same as the
real crack length a. As a result, Equation 2 is recovered from Equation 6.
Like Equation 2, Equation 6 is valid for any ratio ae/a*∞ and therefore is not limited by the LEFM
condition like Equation 3.
Figure 3 illustrates the asymptotic solution of
Equation 6 together with the two asymptotic limits.
Let us fix the size of a small SENT specimen, i.e.
W = constant, and begin with α ≈ 0. Equation 6
gives σn = ft. The specimen front face has the
dominant influence for α-ratio < 0.2. Increasing the
α-ratio to around 0.2 to 0.4, the specimen will
show the least boundary influence. Further increasing the α-ratio beyond 0.4, the specimen back
face begins to dominate, and the equivalent crack
ae from Equation 5 begins to decrease. As a result,
the nominal strength σn turns back towards the tensile strength ft. When α is close to 1, the condition
that σn = ft is achieved again.
2.4 Small SENT specimen & large plate
The geometry factor Y(a) for SENT specimens can
be found in (Tada et al 2000). Therefore, the

= 1, the crack a (≤ W) does not have any influence
on the fracture strength, and σn = ft. If the relative
specimen size W/a*∞ = 100, the asymptotic quasibrittle curve of the small SENT specimen actually
follows that of the large plate for a/a*∞ < 1, and
then turns up towards σn/ft = 1 at a/a*∞ = 100. If the
relative specimen size W/a*∞ = 10,000, the asymptotic quasi-brittle curve of the SENT specimen follows that of the large plate for a/a*∞ < 100, and
then turns up towards σn/ft = 1 at a/a*∞ = 10,000.
However, if we use the non-dimensional plot of
σn/ft and ae/a*∞, all the asymptotic failure curves of
the small SENT specimens fall back to the quasibrittle fracture curve of the large plate obtained
from the boundary effect model. The relative
specimen size W/a*∞ merely determines the turning
point along the asymptotic curve of the large plate
as shown in Figure 4(b). Using Equation 6 and the
conditions that ae/a*∞ = 0.1 and 10 as the approximate guides, three fracture regions, ft, quasi-brittle
and KIC, have been identified and shown in Figure
4(b).
2.5 Determination of ft and KIC
As illustrated in Figure 4, normally experimental
results do show the size effect (or more accurately
the boundary effect). However, the size independent material constants, ft and KIC (or the specific
fracture energy GF), can still be determined by
small specimens showing strong size and boundary
effects. Rearranging Equation 6, it can be found
that:
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Note that Equation 2 shows that the reference crack
a*∞ is defined by ft and KIC, and is a material constant. Therefore, the size effect results given in
terms of σn and ae can be used to determine the two
important material constants: ft and a*∞. From the
reference crack a*∞, one can determine KIC and then
the specific fracture energy GF.
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The two scaling parameters in SEL for the 3-p-b
geometry are given by (Duan & Hu 2003a):
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in which Α and W* are taken as experimental scaling parameters. While the boundary effect model,
Equation 6, does not have any restriction on testing
specimens, SEL or Equation 8 requires geometrically similar specimens. Rearranging Equation 6 in
terms of σN and W, it has been found (Duan & Hu
2003a,b,c) that:
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Clearly, both Α and W* vary with the α-ratio, the
specimen geometry and the loading condition.
Only under the condition of geometrically similar
specimens with a fixed α-ratio, Α and W* can become constant. Therefore, the size effect observed
from geometrically similar specimens and described by SEL Equation 8 is only a special case of
the boundary effect model Equation 6.
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3.1 Results of notched 3-p-b concrete specimens
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Figure 4. (a) Asymptotic boundary effect curves of large
plate and small SENT specimens, with the common starting point at the front face, but different ending points at
the back face depending on the specimen size W. (b) The
unique asymptotic fracture curve based on that of the
large plate, with the common starting point for both front
and back faces. α-ratio is roughly between 0.2 and 0.4 at
the turning points.

2.6 Comparison with SEL
The size effect law (SEL) proposed by Bažant
(1984) is given by:

The high strength concrete results from Karihaloo
et al (2003) are selected. The 3-p-b specimen details and results are listed in Table 1.
Specimens listed in Table 1 are not geometrically
similar, except for a fixed α-ratio. However, following Equation 7, all the results in Table 1 can be
presented in a single graph in terms of σn of and ae,
and shown in Figure 5. The geometry factor Y(α)
in Equation 5 can be found in (ASTM 1990). The
well-defined straight line in Figure 5 from the experimental results shows that ft = 10.96 MPa, a*∞ =
5.72 mm and KIC = 1.65 MPa√m. The elastic
modulus E = 40.45 GPa has been given in (Karihaloo et al 2003) so that the size independent specific fracture energy GF = 66.9 N/m. It should be
mentioned that three different sets of geometrically
similar specimens are used in Figure 5. Therefore,
Figure 5 proves that it is not necessary to use only

geometrically similar specimens to study the quasibrittle fracture transition or size effect. Specimens
of any geometry and size under any loading condition can all be used since all the quasi-brittle fracture strength results determine the same material
constants: the tensile strength ft and the reference
crack a*∞.
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Table 1. Notched 3-p-b specimens
W
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effect model Equation 9. Interestingly, the theoretical prediction with α-ratio = 0.012 gives a good
approximation to the un-notched results.
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Figure 5. The linear relation of Equation (7) used to determine the two material constants ft and a*∞.

Figure 6. (a) Asymptotic fracture curve based on Log σn
– Log ae, and (b) curves based on Log σN – Log W.

Figure 6(a) shows the asymptotic solution of
Equation 6 together with the experimental results
and two asymptotic limits: ft and KIC criteria. Figure 6(b) shows the corresponding SEL curves from
Equation 9. Clearly, the SEL equations are α-ratio
dependent, and the asymptotic curves for very
small α-ratios (e.g. 0.01) can be very different.
That is the reason why the application of SEL requires geometrically similar specimens as in this
case only a fixed α-ratio is dealt with.

Table 2. Un-notched 3-p-b specimens

3.2 Results of un-notched 3-p-b specimens
The un-notched 3-b-p results of the high strength
concrete were also reported by Karihaloo et al
(2003). The nominal strength σN and the corresponding specimen size W are listed in Table 2.
Figure 7 shows the notched and un-notched results
together with the predictions from the boundary
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The recent work (Duan & Hu 2003a) has discussed and established the correlation between the
pre-existing small defects in un-notched specimens
and shallow notches in notched specimens of a
small α-ratio. The key argument is that un-notched
specimens do contain micro-defects. Statistically,
larger specimens contain bigger defects and thus
have lower strength results. If the pre-existing defects are treated as small edge cracks, equivalent

shallow notches can be defined. Geometrically
similar specimens with a very small α-ratio can
thus be assumed for un-notched specimens. This
argument has been illustrated in Figure 8 (Duan &
Hu 2003a).
The correlation between the Weibull strength
distribution and defect size distribution can be
found in previous publications (Hu et at 1985, 1988,
Hu 1988, 1989). Assuming the equivalent α-ratio =
0.012 can be used for the un-notched specimens,
the equivalent ae and σn can be worked out, and
they are also listed in Table 2.
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Figure 7. Quasi-brittle fracture curves based on σn – W,
showing the tensile strength ft for W → 0, un-notched
results having very small α-ratios

Figure 6(a) can then be re-plotted by including
the un-notched specimens with natural flaws, and is
shown in Figure 9. Clearly, the asymptotic limit of
ft = 10.96 MPa determined from the notched
specimens has been confirmed by those un-notched
results. This finding is significant because it shows
that the tensile strength can indeed be determined
from notched specimens showing strong size effect.
Interestingly, the notched and un-notched results
shown in Figure 9 are spread perfectly over almost
the entire fracture region from the strength region
through the quasi-brittle fracture region to finally
the LEFM region. Close to the region ae ≈ a*∞ in
Figure 9, there are results from the un-notched
specimens with W = 400 mm and the notched
specimens with W = 100 mm and α-ratio = 0.1, and
the notched specimens with W = 75 mm and αratio = 0.3. Therefore, specimens of different sizes
can indeed have a similar equivalent crack ae,
which once again shows that the specimen size W
alone is not enough to specify the quasi-brittle fracture transition. The boundary and size effects need
to be considered together.

σN1

σN2

Geometrically similar specimens (α = constant)
with equivalent small α-ratio ≈ 0.01

Figure 8. The equivalence of un-notched specimens and
geometrically similar specimens with shallow notches.

4 SEPARATION OF QUASI-BRITTLE
FRACTURE REGION FROM ft AND KIC
Equation 6 shows that the strength criterion applies
if ae/a*∞ << 1, and the fracture toughness criterion
applies if ae/a*∞ >> 1. Therefore, for convenience,
ae/a*∞ = 0.1 can be taken as the separation between
the strength and quasi-brittle fracture regions, and
ae/a*∞ = 10 can be taken as the separation between
the quasi-brittle and brittle fracture regions.
The ae/a*∞ ratio as a function of the α-ratio and
relative size ratio W/a*∞ is shown in Figure 10
(Duan & Hu 2003a) for the standard 3-p-b geometry shown in Figure 1. The quasi-brittle fracture
region has been clearly separated from the tensile
strength ft and fracture toughness KIC regions. In
general, the ae/a*∞ ratio increases with increasing
size ratio W/a*∞, confirming the common size effect. However, as shown in Figure 10, the size ratio

W/a*∞ itself is not enough to determine the quasibrittle fracture transition.
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Figure 10. Material independent quasi-brittle fracture
curves of 3-p-b specimens

For instance, for large specimens with the size
ratio of W/a*∞ = 1,000, the KIC criterion clearly
applies within the α-ratio range of 0.01 to 0.9.
However, the same specimens can indeed experience quasi-brittle fracture if they only contain very
shallow and deep notches with α-ratios less than
0.01 or bigger than 0.9. Furthermore, they can even
experience the pure strength criterion controlled
fracture if the α-ratio → 0 or → 1. The boundary
influence from the front and back faces is clearly
evident from Figure 10. Interestingly, even the size
effect shown in Figure 10 is obtained through the
boundary effect model or Equation 6.
It is clear from Figures 4 and 10 that the boundary effect model, Equation 6, can be used to describe the three distinct fracture regions. The usefulness of the reference crack a*∞ defined by the

The first important step of the present boundary
effect model is to clearly define two distinct nominal strengths: σN, which ignores the presence of a
crack, and σn, which considers the presence of a
crack. σn is used in the boundary effect model
Equation 6, andσN is adopted in SEL Equation 8.
The second important step of the boundary effect
model is to use two well-defined material constants,
ft and a*∞, as the scale constants. SEL uses two
empirical parameter Α and W*, which are known to
vary with specimen geometry and loading conditions as shown by Equation 10.
The third important step of the boundary effect
model is to introduce the equivalent crack ae,
which, together with σn, transforms the boundary
effect of small specimens to that of a large plate.
The final result is that a unique asymptotic curve
is established by the boundary effect model, which
is independent of the specimen size, geometry and
loading condition. In contrast with the boundary
effect model, the asymptotic solution of SEL varies
with the specimen geometry and loading condition.
An important progress made by the present
boundary effect model is that clear and explicit
expressions of Α(α) and W*(α) are provided. As a
result, Α and W* used in SEL are no longer empirical parameters, and SEL actually becomes a special
case of the boundary effect model dealing exclusively with geometrically similar specimens with a
fixed α-ratio. Unlike SEL that has been acclaimed
to be valid only approximately in the range of 0.22
≤ W/W* ≤ 4.5 (Bažant & Li 1996), the current
boundary effect model is not limited by such a
condition, and is valid for 0 ≤ W/W* ≤ ∞.
Using the boundary effect model Equation 6, one
can work out important material constants ft and
a*∞ (and then KIC, and the size independent specific
fracture energy GF) from size dependent experimental results. Previously, SEL Equation 8 would
only yield two empirical parameters Α and W*
varying with the loading conditions and specimen
geometry and α-ratio. This conclusion on the current boundary effect model is significant as the
maximum load test is probably the simplest test
method in comparison with the direct tensile test
and RILEM (1985) recommended test for the specific fracture energy GF.
Previously, SEL Equation 8 cannot deal with the
size-effect on the nominal strength of un-notched
specimens. The present boundary effect model can

adequately describe the size-effect on the nominal
strength of the un-notched specimens by correlating the distributed defects to the equivalent shallow
notches. The Weibull strength and statistical flaw
analysis (Hu et at 1985, 1988, Hu 1988, 1989),
provides a sound physical basis for the correlation.
Finally, the theoretical quasi-brittle curves shown
in Figure 4(b) provide the most direct proof that the
common size effect is actually the boundary effect
defined by the asymptotic boundary effect solution
of the large plate for which the specimen front face,
rather than the size, influences the quasi-brittle
fracture transition. The distance of the crack-tip
FPZ (proportional to the reference crack a*∞) to
either the specimen front or back boundary is
measured by the crack length a itself or the uncracked ligament (W-a). When geometrically similar specimens (with a constant α-ratio) are selected,
the increase in size W naturally leads to the increase in FPZ’s distance to the boundaries. As a
result, the so-called “size effect” is observed, which
in reality shows the specimen boundary influence
from either the front or back faces.
The same boundary effect argument has also
been used to explain the size effect on the specific
fracture energy GF specified by RILEM (1985) in a
separate contribution to the conference (Duan et al,
2004) based on our previous work (Hu 1990, Hu &
Wittmann 1992, Duan et al 2002, 2003b). The
boundary effect model on GF has also been proven
by other material systems, such as an adhesive
layer sandwiched between two non-yielding substrates (Duan et al 2003a).
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